As cases drop and immunity grows, signs of hope emerge
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Conditions are ripe for a virus spread to continue to decline as spring approaches.
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Influenza is still on lockdown in care homes

With vaccination rates up, many are desperate to ease crushing occupancy in nursing facilities
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America is back

Biden assures Europe

President stems a new threat just 4 years after Trump's indifference.

By Adam Entous and Donatella E. Corby

WASHINGTON — President Joe Biden has turned to European allies Friday that he is turning the page on presidential politics with Europe as a top foreign policy priority.

Biden, who has spent his entire career in Washington politics, has been focusing on his relationship with the European Union and its member states. The president's visit comes as the United States faces key challenges in the region, including ongoing conflicts in Afghanistan and Syria.

"We've crossed some big hurdles," said an aide to Gov. Gavin Newsom, who is facing a recall election. "There are many faces of reality, but we're looking forward to this new chapter with the Biden administration."